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PATENTS 
Virtual Marking:  Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §287(a), this electronic list satisfies the marking requirement and 
gives the viewer constructive notice of the patents listed. The following products are protected by patents 
in the U.S. This document does not include Vermeer Corporation’s full patent portfolio, all pending patent 
applications, or recently issued patents. 

 
Model U.S. Patent Number(s) Title 

BC600XL 

7044409 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 

7543767 Methods of constructing a mechanical four position 
brush chipper feed control bars 

7721981 Mechanical brush chipper feed control bar 

BC700XL 

7011258 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7044409 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7654479 Method of controlling a brush chipper 
7823813 Lower feed stop bar 
8141802 Brush chipper 

BC900XL 

7011258 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7044409 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7654479 Method of controlling a brush chipper 
7823813 Lower feed stop bar 
8141802 Brush chipper 

BC1000XL 

7011258 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7044409 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7232083 Method of operating brush chippers 
7654479 Method of controlling a brush chipper 
7624937 Method of controlling a brush chipper 
7823813 Lower feed stop bar 
8141802 Brush chipper 
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BC1200XL 

STANDARD  
7011258 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7040558 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7044409 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7232083 Method of operating brush chippers 
7624937 Method of controlling a brush chipper 
7654479 Method of controlling a brush chipper 
7823813 Lower feed stop bar 
8141802 Brush chipper 
8567706 Wood chipper feed roller 

OPTIONAL  
6138932 Wood chipper with loading boom 
6446889 Wood chipper with loading boom 
7562837 Coordinated control of a winch and a brush chipper 

BC1500 

STANDARD  
7011258 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7040558 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7044409 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7232083 Method of operating brush chippers 
7546964 Brush chipper with improved feed rollers 
7624937 Method of controlling a brush chipper 
7654479 Method of controlling a brush chipper 
7823813 Lower feed stop bar 
8141802 Brush chipper 

OPTIONAL  
6138932 Wood chipper with loading boom 
6446889 Wood chipper with loading boom 
7562837 Coordinated control of a winch and a brush chipper 
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BC1800XL 

STANDARD  
7011258 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7040558 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7044409 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7232083 Method of operating brush chippers 
7546964 Brush chipper with improved feed rollers 
7624937 Method of controlling a brush chipper 
7654479 Method of controlling a brush chipper 
7823813 Lower feed stop bar 

OPTIONAL  
6138932 Wood chipper with loading boom 
6446889 Wood chipper with loading boom 
7562837 Coordinated control of a winch and a brush chipper 

BC2100XL 

STANDARD  
7011258 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7040558 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7044409 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7232083 Method of operating brush chippers 
7624937 Method of controlling a brush chipper 
7637444 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7654479 Method of controlling a brush chipper 
7823813 Lower feed stop bar 
8567706 Wood chipper feed roller 

OPTIONAL  
6138932 Wood chipper with loading boom 
6446889 Wood chipper with loading boom 
7562837 Coordinated control of a winch and a brush chipper 

WC2300XL 

STANDARD  
7011258 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7040558 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7597279 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7624937 Method of controlling a brush chipper 
7637444 Brush chipper and methods of operating same 
7654479 Method of controlling a brush chipper 

QuickfireTM 
8991490 Tapered thread configuration with improved durability 
9016366 Tapered thread configuration with improved durability 

Armor® 8939237 Underground drilling apparatus 
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